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1. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties
of induced measure preserving transformations. We shall give only
definitions and fundamental results, leaving the discussions of the details
to another occasion.

2. A measure space (2,J,n) is a triple of a space 2=(},
a Borel field ={B} of subsets B of 2, and a countably additive
measure n(B) defined on satisfying 0 <:: m(2) o. In case m(2)=
it is assumed that there exists a sequence {B In= 1, 2, ...} of subsets
B of 2 such that Be , m(B) o, n=l, 2, ..., and U_B=2.
A subset B of .(2 belonging to is called -measurable, and re(B) is
its n-measre. A -measurable subset N of of n-measure zero is
called a null set of (2, , m), and the family of all null sets of (2, , n)
is denoted by R(2,., n).

For any -measurable subset 2’ of 2 with a positive m-measure,
let us denote by , the family of all -measurable subsets B of
and put n,(B)=m(B) on 9,. Then (’, ,, m,) is a measure space
which we call he neasure space induced on 2’ by (/2, , m), or simply
an induced neasre space.

A one-to-one mapping ’=) of a measure space (9, , n) onto
another measure space (/2’, ’, n’) is a meazure preserving transforma-
t/on (m. p. t.) in a srong sense if Be implies o(B)e ’, m’((B))=
re(B) and if conversely B’ e ’ implies -(B’) e , m(-B))=m’(B’).
If there exists two null sets Ne R(2, , m) and N’ e R(, ’, m), and
if ’=o() is am. p. t. in a strong sense of (2-N,_,m_) onto
(-N,,_,, m,_,), then ’=() is called a measure prezerving
ransfornaion (m. p. t.) in a weak sense of (9, , m) onto (9’, ’,
)()=2-N is the domain of and ()--P.’-N" is the range of o.
When we speak of a m. p. t. in a weak sense o, the domain and the
range of are usually not explicitly stated. Given two m. p. t. in a
weak sense ’=o() and ’=() which map the same measure space
(2’, ’, m’} onto the same measure space (9’, ’, n’), and are
called almost equal (notation" o ) if o()=() almost everywhere
on (2, , m), or more precisely, if there exists a null set Ne R(9, , m)
such that 2-N: )(o) )() and ()=() for all e 2-N. This
notion of almost equality is clearly reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
The class of all m.p.t, in a weak sense which are almost equal with

is denoted by [].
Let us now consider a case when two measure spaces (-o,,m)

and (9’, ’, n’) coincide. Then we obtain the notion of a m. p. t. in a
strong sense or in a weak sense ’=() which maps (9, , m) onto
itself. The family (2,,n) of all m.p.t, in a strong sense of a
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measure space (9, 3, m) onto itself is clearly a group with respect to
the usual way of taking product and inverse. Further it is clear that
for every m.p.t, in a weak sense ’=()which maps a measure
space (9, 3, m) onto itself, there exists a null set N e 9l(9, , m) such
that 9-N()9() and ’=() is a m. p. t. in a strong sense
of (9-N,3_,m_) onto itself. Let now ’=() and ,J=()
be two m. p. t. in a weak sense which map the same measure space
(9, , m) onto itself. Then Z= is, by definition, a m.p.t, in a
weak sense w’=(w) which maps (9,3, m) onto itself for which

)(Z}---’()(to) R()), 9{(Z)--(() 91()) and ;(o)=(()) on

(Z). Further, if ’=() is am. p. t. in a weak sense which maps
(9,,m) onto itself, then ,=-1() is a m.p.t, in a weak sense
which maps (9, , m) onto itself for which (p-1)=9t(),
and p-l(o)=’ on (p-) if (’)=o. Since it is clear that
and ’ imply ’’ and - ’-, so we see that the family
of all classes [] of rp. p.t. in a weak sense which map a measure
space (9, , m) onto itself may be considered as a group in which the
product and the inverse are defined by [] [b]=[] and []---[-1]
respectively.

A m. p. t. in a strong sense ’=(v) which maps a measure space
(9, 3, m) onto itself is ergodic if, for any two 3-measurable subsets
A and B of 9 with re(A) 0 and n(B) 0, there exists a positive

integer n such that m(’(A) B) > 0. The ergodicity of a m. p. t.

in a weak sense may be defined analogously.
Two measure spaces (9, , m) and (9’, 3’, m’) are isomorphic with

each other (notation" ($2, ,m) (2’, ’, n’)) if there exists a m. p. t.

in a weak sense ’=Z() which maps (9, , m) onto (9’, ’, n’). Let
further J=7() and ’=() be two m. p. t. in a weak sense defined
on the measure spaces (3, 9, m) and (.’, ’, m’) respectively. and

are ,isomorphic with each other (notation" o ) if the measure
spaces (9, , m) and (9’,3’, m’) are isomorphic with each other by
means of a m. p. t. in a weak sense ,J=() which maps (9, , m)
onto (9’, ’, m’) such that ((,)) ((,)) almost everywhere on

(9, 3, n). It is obvious that p implies . The family of all
m. p.t. in a weak sense which are isomorphic with is denoted by

3 Let oI=o) be an ergodie m. p. t. in a strong sense defined
on a measure space (9, , ), and let .(’ be a --measurable subset of
9 with a lsitive m-measure. hen

1". Tre , et
tt o e ’- iliee "()e .-N for iNi -tire integs n and f initely many negative ings n.

For ch ,e 9’-N, let us put ,(,)="(), where n=n()is
the smallest positive inger such that ’()e I:-N. Then

1) In case m(9),< oo, we have no need to assume that /=o) is ergodic.
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Lemma 9. ’=,() is an ergodic m.p.t, in a strong sense
which maps (12’- N, ,-N, m,_N) onto itsdf.

Thus, to every ergodic m.p.t, in a strong sense ’=() which
maps (Y2, !D, m) onto itself, there corresponds an ergodic m. p. t. in a
weak sense ’=,() which maps the induced measure space {9’, ,,
m,) onto itself. 9, is called the m.p.t, in a weak sense induced on
(12’, ,, m,) by or simply an induced m. p. t. in a weak sense.

Further, it is easy to see that to every ergodic m. p. t. in a weak
sense ’=(m) which maps (Y2, !D, m) onto itself there corresponds, in
a similar way, an ergodic m.p.t, in a weak sense ’=,()which
maps the induced measure space (12’, ida,, m,) onto itself. Since it is
clear that on (12, !D, m) implies , : on (12’, ’, m’), so we
may consider that the operation of taking an induced m. p. t. is defined
on the classes [] by [o]9,=[,].

4. Let and be two ergodic m. p. t. in a weak sense which
map the measure spaces (/2, !D, m) and (2’ !D’ m’) respectively onto
themselves. is called a derivative of or is called a primitive of

(notation: > or h < ) if there exists a -measurable subset. of /2 with a positive m-measure such that the m. p. t. in a weak
sense 9, which is induced on (-, ida,, m,) by is isomorphic with
Since it is clear that ’, ’ and <: imply ’ > ’, so we

that a class [-[]- is a derivative of a class E[]- or thatmay say

[] is a primitive of-E[], if ’> ’ for some (and hence for all)

’e [[] and ’e E[].
Lemma 3. and - imply > .
There now arises a natural question whether -imply or not. As an answer to this question we first notice

that it is possible to find two m. p. t. in a weak sense and each
defined on a measure space with an infinite total measure such that
> and h > without being . On the other hand, if one (and

hence both) of the measure spaces (2, !D, m) and (12’, !D’, m’) on which
and are defined respectively has a finite total measure, then our

problem is trivial: for, :> and > imply m(12)=m’(9’), and
> is compatible with m(12)=m’(12’) if and only if

In order to investigate the situation in more detail, let us define
a weak isomorphism as follows: two measure spaces (12,!D,m) and
(if, ’, m’) are weakly isomorphic with each other (notation" (., !D, m)

(12’, ’, m’)) if there exist a one-to-one mapping o/----Z() of 12 onto
12’ and a positive number a such that BeD implies B)e!D,
m’((B))--am(B), and further that conversely B’ e !’ implies -I(B’)e B,

m(-l(B’))--a-lm’(B’). (Such a mapping w’=;(.)is called a measure
multiplying transformation). Further, two m.p.,t, in a weak sense
and defined on two measure spaces (/2, , m) and (/2’, !’, m’) respec-
tively are weakly isomorphic with each other (notation" )if
(/2, !, m) and (12’, D’, m’) are weakly isomorphic with each other by
means of a measure multiplying transformation w’=l(w) which maps
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(12, ’, m) onto (.Q’, ’, m’) such that Z(0(co)) #(Z(o)) almos everywhere
on (2, , ). The family of all ergodic m. p. t. in a weak nse which

are weakly isomorphic with is denoted by
Let now and two ergodic m.p.t, in a weak sense. is

called a weak derivative of or is a weak primitive of (notation
or , ) if there exists a derivative of which is weakly iso-

morphic with . Since it is clear that ’, ’ and imply

’’, so we may say that a class [[]" is a weak derivative of a

class [[]" or that [[]]" is a weak primitive of [[p]]" if ’ p’ for
some (and hence for all) ’e[([,]" and p’e [p]]"

Afar these preliminaries we may sa that it is ssible find
two ergie m. p. t. in a weak sense and p each defined on a mea-
sure space with a finite total measure such that p and
without ing p.. We are now in a position to sta

Lemma 4. For any two ergodic m. p. t. in a weak sere and, the fdlowing two conditions are mutuy equivalent (i) tre ex-
ts an ergod m.p.t, in a weak sse such that and. (ii) there exis an ergodic m.p.t, in a weak sere mwh
that and

This result is due to J. yon Neumann. The implication (i)o (ii) can
be prov by apaling to mma 3 as well as to the following

Lemma 5. Let be an ergodic m.p.t, in a weak sere deftned
on a measure space (!2, , m), and let 21 and 2 be two -meurable
bsets of 12 with a potive m-mere. Then , if thee exists
an integ" n such that ’(2)=

The inverse implication (ii)(i) may prov by constructing
a measure space (9, , m), an ergodic m. p. t. in a weak sen ’=()defin on it, and two -measurable subse 2 and 2 of 2 with a
positive m-measure such that the m. p. t. in a weak nse , and
induc on the induced measure spaces (, ,, m,) and (12,,
restively are isomorphic with and rtively.

In case one (and hence th) of the conditions (i) and (ii)of
Lemma 4 is satisfi, and are called equivent with eh other
(notation: ). It is clear that this relation is reflexive and
symmetric. But the transitivity is not obvious"

Lemma 6. and iply .
We shall denote by [][ the family of all ergodic m. p. t. in a

weak sense which are equivalent with .
Thus we have obtained a notion of equivalence among ergic

m. p. t. in a weak sense. Our next problem is find out what it means
in ergic thry that two ergic m. p. t. in a weak nse are equivalent
with each other, or in other words, to obtain an ergic-thretical
inrpretation of this equivalence relation.

First it is interesting to observe that our uivalence relation
ems have nothing to do with the stral prorties of the ergic
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m. p. t. in a weak sense in question. In fact, as was shown by J. yon

Neumann, there exists a pair of ergodic m. p. t. in a weak sense and
equivalent with each other such that p has a pure point spectrum

and yet ,as a continuous spectrum. Further, for the most of the
well known concrete examples of ergodic m.p.t. , it is possible to
find an ergodic m.p.t, in a weak sense with a continuous spectrum
which is equivalent with . It is conjectured that every equivalence
class contains an ergodic m. p. t. with a continuous spectrum. Finally
we may even state a rather bold conjecture that any two ergodic
m. p.t. in a weak sense are equivalent with each other, or in other

words that there exists only one equivalence class E_[]_. Themeaning

of this equivalence relation and of these conjectures will be explained,
to a certain extent, in the following section.

6. In order to state the main result of this paper, we need
the notion of a flow and of a flow built under a function1. A flow
in a strong sense is a one-parameter family )= {t()i-co t co}
of m. p. t. in a strong sense of a measure space (9, 3, m) onto itself
with the group property" t(,())=+,(,o) for all me .@ and for all
t,s with co.t,sco. If there exists a null set Ne
and if (# is a flow in a strong sense defined on (9-N,
then is called a flow in-a weak sense.

A flow in a strong sense (#= {()1- co t co} defined on a
measure space (.0, , m) is ergodic if, for any two -measurable sub-
sets A and B of Q with n(A) 0 and re(B) 0, there exists a real
number t such that m(t(A)B)> O. The ergodicity of a flow in a
weak sense is defined analogously. Two flows in a weak sense
0 {o(,o) co < t < co } and {(,o) co < t <: co } defined on
two measure spaces (9, , m) and (g, ’, m’) respectively are/omor-
ph/c with each other if there exists a m. p. t. in a weak sense o’ =:(o)
which maps (2,,m)onto (2’,’,m’)such that
for all o e )(:) and for all real numbers t.

A measure space (9, , m) is completed if every subset of a
null set of (-,,m) is again a null set of (9,,m). A flow
{t() ]- co < t <= co } defined on a completed measure space (9, , m)
is measurable if the mapping (o, t)- ot(o) is measurable as a mapping

of the cartesian product . .2 x R onto .2, where R= {t] co < t <. oo },
i.e. if, for any B e , the set B= {=(o, t)[ot() e B}
measurable with respect to the completed direct product measure
space (2, , )=(9, D, m) (R) (R, , 1), where we denote by (R, , l)
the ordinary Lebesgue measure space defined on R.

Let ,o’=() be a m. p.t. in a strong sense defined on a com-
pleted measu space (!2, -, m), and let f(,o) e L+(9, , m), where we
denote by L+(2, , m) the family of all positive valued -measurable
functions f() which are defined and integrable on (9, , m). Consider

1) Cf. W. Ambrose, Representation of ergodic flows, Annals of Math., &2 (1941).
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the subset --- {} of all pairs --{, }, o e , 0 f() as a

subset of =, and let (, , )=(,,) the measure

spa induc on by (, , ). her, define a flow
-t} on (,,) by

=(,o,+t), if -zt

is call the w in a strg seme but un the calling funeti
f(m) the ba spe (, , m) with respect the m.p.t, in a strg
seme ,o’=(), or simply a w uer a fumti. Similarly, a
w in a weak se built un f() on {9, ,) with rec$ the
bis m.p.t, in a weak se ’=() is define. We shall deno
this flow by #(,f). It is clear that $(,f) is ergic if and only if

is . Further, it is easy that a flow in a strong or a wk
nse is always measurable, and it was shown by W. Ambr1) that
converly every meurable ergic flow de on a comple
msure spe is isomorphic with a flow in a strong nblt under
a fction.
t now ’=) an ergc m. p. t. in a weak nse defin

on a comple msure space (9, , m), and let #(e)={$(,f)f(,) e
L+(9, , m)} the family of all flows in a weak n blt der
a function f() on the basis spe (, , m) th reset to ’=#(),
where f(o) runs through L+(9, ,.m). en

Tem. In r tt two erg m.p.t, in a weak seme
a fi on two complet re s (9, ,) a (9’, ’,
’) rptively be uivnt with each o, it nea and
t tt t crping famOUs of fls () a () are
ti up an oph, i.e. that, f any f() e L+(9,
te an fl(o’) e L+(, ’, m’) h that t t un a
fumt #(p,f) oph th (#,f’), and fu tt c-
vsely, f any f’(’) e L+(, ’, m’), eean f() e L+(9,
sh t #(,fl) ph wish #(,f).

Aording ts rult, the conjre s ave that any
two ergie m.p.t, in a wk sense are uivalent with h other
mns that, for any ergic m. p. t. in a weak n d=() fin
on a comple measure spe (a,, m) and for any mable
ergic flow $ defined on another comple me spa, there
exis an f(o) e L+(9, , m) such that the flow #(,f) is isomorpc
with #.

1) W. Ambr, l. ciL 2).
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In concluding this note it is not without interest to observe that
the well known conjecture of E. Hopf1) to the effect that, by changing
the velocity of a flow on each trajectory, we might obtain a flow with
a continuous spectrum may be stated as follows: every class ()
contains at least one flow with a continuous spectrum. This conjecture
is clearly weaker than the preceding one.

1) E. Hopf, Ergodentheorie, 1937.


